Walk B2
Binsted and Wheatley (circular by lane and track)

Start at Binsted Recreation Ground (parking for several cars)
Follow pavement on south side of road, walking east for about half a mile in the
direction of Blacknest
Turn right at the second lane (Wheatley Lane)
Walk down lane past Forge Farm and turn right onto a wide track at the crossroads
of lane and tracks at Wheatley
Follow farm track past buildings and across fields. This continues to a barn, veers
right and then left and joins a metalled lane near Hay Place [1]
Turn right up lane and left onto road in Binsted village. Follow the pavement along
the south side of the road
Opposite the village pub (on left), turn right back to the Recreation Ground.

Risk assessment and general comments
This walk would be fine in wet conditions. Although there is a half a mile of pavement
walking along the Binsted road, the route passes some interesting buildings. Some
nice views east from the first part of Wheatley Lane and also from the first part of the
farm track (east and west).
There are no stiles or gates.
[1] The farm track is firm and provides a good surface, with only occasional muddy
patches: easily avoided
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